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It’s a race!

CLIR General Assembly

theological texts, Catechism and Church school 
material, and counseling books.  CLIR depends 

In order to play basketball in high school, we 
were obligated to run cross country.  Then I ran 
track in the spring just for the fun of it.  On a 3 mile 
run, I never knew where I was on those vast golf 
courses! I just followed the ones in front of me.

We don’t know where exactly we are on God’s 
universal time-line either, but the New Testament 
speaks of our Christian service as a race.  If we 
look just at the present year 2014, we’ve turned the 
halfway mark and are heading for the finish line.  
Here are some of the upcoming important events 
for 2014  on our ministry home-stretch.

E-mail, skype meetings and Facebook on its network of members for the book 
interaction is all good and helpful as far as it goes, distribution, so the General Assembly will be 
but there is no substitute for face to face, personal important.
interaction.  Two days of real, “human” interaction 
are worth two years of e-mails and skypes (official The dates for the General Assembly are:
Bill Green analysis!).  CLIR has not met since September 8 -12.  Please pray for:
2007, so it was time for us to meet at a General 
Assembly. * Safety in travel

One of the major goals of CLIR is for Reformed * For the conference speakers we will have
leaders to know one another, establish friendships, * For wisdom in our planning
share resources, and work for the creation of a 
dynamic network of churches.  This will Some generous gifts have come in from 
strengthen our churches greatly, which has  churches and individuals during these months.  
already  happening. Expenses for the Assembly are covered.  Thank 

Another goal of the General Assembly will be you very much for your sacrificial giving!
the distribution of our literature - CLIR now has in 
print over 80 different books in Spanish, including 

been

Rounding the halfway curve!



Publications

Visit to Mexico

Distribution

Conferences

countries.  The demand is high, however, and 
we would like to make an impact while doors 
are open for the Gospel.  Signs of future 
repression are on the horizon in some 
countries.  There are already those who are 
calling for fines and prison for “hate speech”, 
which includes the Bible.  CLIR has important publications ready to 

print, among them are two Calvin 
commentaries:  Genesis and Joshua.  Our 
Fall Journal is in preparation as well, 
containing many theological and pastoral 
articles, and sent to 25 countries free of Aletha and I had the privilege of 
charge. About six other books are almost attending the Mexican Presbyterian church’s 
ready.  Pray for the printing process, that all General Assembly in Tabasco, Mexico.  
will go well.  By printing all our material “in Over 300 participants gathered in what we 
house” we have lowered the cost of books considered a well-ordered, well-run synod.  
greatly for pastors and Christians in Latin CLIR had a display table of books, and many 
America.  Our quality has risen as our prices books were sold.  
have dropped.

We ask that you make the 
distribution of books a matter 
of prayer.  International 
shipping is expensive, and 
some governments make 
problems for larger shipments, 
wanting to tax books.  Please 
pray for willing distributors and Our presence was important, because I 
smooth channels for shipping. was able to speak to many seminary 

presidents, and professors.  I now have 
invitations to at least 5 seminaries 
throughout the south of Mexico!  I would We continue to be bombarded by requests 
very much like to make a trip next year.  for conferences. Last year we held 27 
Please pray for this possibility.conferences! Thankfully, CLIR’s network 

allows us to tap into speakers from other 

*Pray that the 
Lord will provide 
strength for the conferences!*

* Thank you for the generous 
contributions toward the 
Calvin translations!  We 
have been able to finish 
Genesis, and now have 
moved on to the rest of the 
Pentateuch!

speakers and give 

Past and future 
events
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Fotos and Budgets 

Budget matters for 
your consideration:

(Please tag your gift appropriately)

The CLIR printshop needs to 
find a larger place.  This is a 
good problem!  It appears that 
the Lord is pushing us forward.

Churches: please consider 
this need for next year’s 
budget, and for Fall giving.  
Thank you!

You can make an above-budget 
donation for:  “CLIR printshop” 
to aid us in this process.  We 
are presently looking at our 
options, none of which are quick 
and easy.

(Left) I was privileged 
to address the synod 
assembly in Tabasco, 
Mexico.  CLIR was 
able to establish 
many contacts with 
seminary leaders and 
pastors, and many 
books were sold.  
Praise the Lord for 
this great opportunity 
we were given!

(Below) The Olmeca 
head, made of a huge, 
solid, stone.  The 
Olmecas died out 
mysteriously, but 
many want to 
resurrect the ancient 
pagan religions.
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